One Stop Servicing for all
KE FISCHER SMART SERVICE CONCERNS
Production time is precious when facing an unpredicted stoppage.
KE FISCHER provides a first class remote support service that saves

time and costs, offering at the same time a valuable technical support,
solving in a glance the problems on site. This method is ideally for the
fastest support in emergency case.

KE FISCHER SERVICE
PHONE: + 49 (0) 95 72 39-119

EMAIL: SERVICE@kefischer.de

Not all problems are solvable within minutes, our back office expertise
will always support the online session and will seek to find the root

cause for solving the issue. It is the optimized solution for a large range

of service cases.

WWW. KEFISCHER . DE

KE FISCHER - The cutting edge of tire machinery

By usage of Smart Glasses we can even
improve the services to another level.
Distance is not an issue any longer.

THE SMART SERVICES IS A
PLATFORM INDEPENDENT
FUNCTION:
- Suitable for data glasses
- Offers a virtual view of the
components or surroundings
- Depending on function,
with chat function
- Drawings and electric diagrams
can be seen through the data glasses
- On site audio and video information
are transmitted instantly to the
KE FISCHER expert team
- White board function
- Laser Pointer function
- Helpdesk online support
- Usable for remote service sessions

Karl Eugen Fischer GmbH
Karl-Eugen-Fischer-Straße 6 + 8
96224 Burgkunstadt, Germany

PHONE: + 49 (0) 9572 39-119
EMAIL: SERVICE@kefischer.de

PHONE: + 49 (0) 9572 39-192
EMAIL: SPAREPARTS@kefischer.de

BENEFITS:
- Reduction of downtime
- Flexible training for specific
applications
- Fast and easy communication
- Result-oriented solutions through
qualified experts
- Digital exchange with KE FISCHER
support in real-time
- Real-time overview for maintenance,
production and quality
- Support even in case of travel ban
- Costs and time saving solution
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